Exclusive Sunshades

GARDEN ART,
THE JOY
OF SHADE

S

ince 1985 GardenArt has been a
benchmark of excellence in sunshade
solutions offering impeccably elegant
forms, highly-advanced frame designs
and the highest quality materials.
Leader in Italy, the Florentine company GardenArt
stands out globally for its ability to create and
develop innovative solutions.
Our flagship product, the Multivalvola® System,
has revolutionized the very concept of sunshades
and has raised wind resistance standards
worldwide.
To satisfy your every need in furnishing an
outdoor area to offer protection from sunlight, we
can help you choose the right model, size, color,
materials, fabrics and finishes.
Our detailed craftsmanship is a guarantee of
our unmistakable Italian quality. Creative
engineering and skillful manufacturing unite to
offer a carefully controlled production process
every step along the way.

GardenArt Evolution

SUNSHADE SOLUTIONS
FOR YOUR EVERY NEED
POKER

Three families, thousands of solutions

GIRASOLE

EVOLUTION

EVOLUTION
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I

n the name of quality, GardenAr t combines tradition
and innovation to create sunshades that are unmatched
in terms of design, function and streng th. The
Multivalvola® System canopy can be applied to any of
our models.
At the top of the range is our line of Evolution sunshades
made of mirror-polished stainless steel of fering a
totally innovative touch. Ideal for swimming pools and
solariums, these sunshades of fer unparalleled design for
the most exclusive outdoor areas. The single or double
Multivalvola® System can be mounted on bases and
suppor ts built to meet functional and aesthetics needs.
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GIGLIO
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Classic small and medium-sized models

POKER
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An authentic GardenAr t classic is our family of small and
medium-sized models, with coverage ranging from 6 to
16 square meters. While practical and elegant, these
sunshades boast essential but original features. Lateral or
central suppor t, made of either wood or metal, quadrangular
or octagonal canopy.
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For larger areas

For larger areas, up to 100 square meters, our sunshade
solutions are strong but compact. Single, double or even
quadruple canopies, suppor ted by solid wood beams or highquality iroko wood.
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CONTRACT

Expanding outdoor accommodations
World-class solutions for restaurants, cafes, hotels,
holiday farms, bed & breakfasts, guesthouses, spas &
wellness centers and vacation resorts …
Today, more than ever, the winning bid for any
establishment is to provide a comfortable outdoor
area for the greatest number of hour per day.
Thanks to our wide range of sizes, shapes and
colors, GardenArt’s sunshades can be customized
to meet the specific needs of any space. Capable of
covering vast areas with just a few modular elements,
our sunshades create an exclusive atmosphere
combining elegance, safety and strength.

HOME

Make the most of your
outdoor space
On your terrace, in your garden, or alongside
your pool...
In any season, at any time of day, GardenArt’s
sunshades offer both protection from sun and
wind, as well as privacy.
Maximum comfort and ease of use blend
together to make these sunshades simply
beautiful and incredibly stable.
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GARDENART

These establishments have already chosen GardenArt
BAGLIONI HOTEL REGINA ROMA

LA RINASCENTE

BULGARI HOTELS & RESORTS

LVMH

CACTUS CLUB CAFE

MELIA HOTELS INTERNATIONAL

CÉBLUE VILLAS & BEACH RESORT

NH HOTELS

DIAMOND RESORTS INTERNATIONAL

NORDSTROM

GALERIES LAFAYETTE

ORACLE SPAIN

GOLF SON GUAL MALLORCA

PALAZZO CASTRI 1874

GRAND HOTEL CAVOUR

POLO CLUB SAINT TROPEZ

GRAND HOTEL YEREVAN ARMENIA

ROME CAVALIERI WALDORF ASTORIA HOTELS & RESORTS

HILTON HOTELS & RESORTS

ROSEWOOD HOTELS & RESORTS

INTERCONTINENTAL CARLTON CANNES

THE RITZ-CARLTON HOTELS COMPANY

KENZO

UNA HOTELS & RESORTS

L’ORÉAL

WHOLE FOODS MARKET
EXCLUSIVE SUNSHADES
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Advanced technology
and superior materials
Capote
1

COLORS

The range of colors available for canopies is
extraordinarily wide, from classic and simple to
bright and lively. The finishing edges of the Classic
canopy or each layer of the Multivalvola®
System canopy can be made in the same color
as the canopy or in a different color to create
contrast.

Struttura
4

The supports for our sunshades are designed with
the most reliable materials available: solid wood,
lamellar iroko, anticorrosive painted tubular metal,
anodized aluminum, mirror-polished AISI 316L
stainless steel.

5
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FABRICS

GardenArt’s weatherproof and easy to maintain
fabrics are made from the highest quality
materials.
Tempotest® by Parà is a 100% waterproof
acrylic fabric treated with Teflon, both stain and
mildew resistant. This fabric guarantees longlasting color that can weather any storm.
Soltis Air® by Ferrari is a micro-aerated, pretensioned polyester fabric, both non-deformable
and tear-resistant. This fabric blocks UV rays while
evacuating heat, offering exceptional outward
visibility.
Sunacryl® by Dickson Sunbrella is an acrylic
fabric treated with Cleangard, a special coating
composed of fluorine nano-molecules. This fabric
ensures long-lasting colors and extraordinary
resistance to water, tearing and dirt.
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FRAME

The rods are made of anodized aluminum which
is both solid and lightweight. They can be oxidized
silver or painted leather grinz.
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GARDENART

SUPPORT

BASE

In addition to the classic cement-grit base, we
also offer solutions with grounded metal backing
or with save-spacing wall-mounted brackets (only
available for certain models).

Customization

2
1

GardenArt guarantees detailed personalization
on all models, which may vary in terms of height,
canopy size, materials used for the support
structures and types and colors of fabric. Endless
freedom of choice that makes each creation
unique.

3
4
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We assist our clients every step by step, from
choosing the most suitable solution to meet
specific needs to post-sales assistance and
maintenance.
Our production phase is monitored at every step
along the way: from choosing the right materials
and assembly, to adding on the finishing touches
and quality control.

Accessories (available for certain models)
>> Additional protective cover available in the
same color as the sunshade, with a zipper,
made of acrylic or Unimarine fabric.
>> Winches with stainless steel mechanism and
protective casing, satin or mirror-polished
versions available.
>> Revolving base with manual lever to rotate
support and canopy.
>> Vertical shade to increase privacy and provide
shade even when the sun is low.
>> Velcro edging allows for two or more
sunshades to be connected to each other to
create a single space.

EXCLUSIVE SUNSHADES

MULTIVALVOLA®
SYSTEM
Putting a new spin on wind, GardenArt is
proud to offer its very own, exclusively patented
Multivalvola® System canopy.
The Multivalvola® System can be applied
to any of our models. The special flaps and
the innovative canopy fabric with overlapping
concentric rings reduce the “sail effect” by
allowing air to pass through.
Thanks to this innovative solution, not only is the
sunshade increasingly stable even in the event
of strong winds, but the warm air is channelled
out through the canopy’s flaps offering more
ventilated shade.

CLASSIC Canopies
All our canopies are optimized to meet specific
requirements for both private and professional use.
The inimitable design of the Classic canopies
redefines tradition in the name of elegance.
The tensioned fabric and raised valve, combined
with the sturdy structure and high-quality materials,
ensures excellent wind resistance.
To increase the shaded area a perimeter valance can
be applied to the sunshade.
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GARDENART

The wind can flow through the
flaps of the canopy, opposing wind
thrust. This provides the sunshade
with unmatched stability.

The hot air that tends to form
under the sunshade is freely
released, guaranteeing even
cooler and more relaxing shade.

EXCLUSIVE SUNSHADES
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GARDENART
model
Girasole Evolution

EVOLUTION
The shade of innovation

GardenArt Evolution

POKER EVOLUTION
The irresistible Poker Evolution with the Multivalvola® System canopy is our
most classical sunshade supported by a central pole made of mirror-polished
stainless steel. Both essential and modern, with its highly innovative design,
this sunshade is perfect for swimming pools and prestigious environments.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
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GARDENART

Canopy

Multivalvola® System or Classic with optional
valance (25 cm)

Fabric

100% waterproof acrylic or Soltis®
microventilated precontraint fabric

Colors

Wide range of colors available

Support

Central pole and crown in AISI 316L mirror
polished stainless steel (Ø 50 mm)

Frame

Anodized aluminium light grey ribs

Opening

Manual

Base

Concrete base 60 Kg. (Ø 62x10 mm) with
tubular base

Cover

Acrylic or Unimarine® protective cover bag
with zipper

SIZES (cm)

250 x 250

200 x 300

Ø 250

300 x 300

Custom sizes available upon request

EXCLUSIVE SUNSHADES
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GardenArt Evolution

GIRASOLE EVOLUTION
A marvelous combination of impeccable design and avantgarde technology, Girasole
Evolution fits perfectly with both modern and classical style environments. Its lateral
support made of mirror-polished stainless steel with a rotating arm lets you free up
the space in front of the sunshade.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
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GARDENART

Canopy

Multivalvola® System or Classic with optional
valance (25 cm)

Fabric

100% waterproof acrylic or Soltis®
microventilated precontraint fabric

Colors

Wide range of colors available

Support

Stainless steel AISI 316L mirror-polished
sidepole (Ø 60, Ø 76, Ø 88,9 mm).
Rotating upper arm

Frame

Anodized aluminium light grey ribs

Opening

Stainless steel AISI 316L mirror-polished
manual winch

Base

Segmental concrete base 260 Kg
(100x100x12 cm), mounting plate ground
anchor (46x46 cm) for concrete or wall
mounting bracket

Cover

Acrylic or Unimarine® protective cover bag
with zipper

SIZES (cm)

250 x 250

250 x 350

Ø 300

300 x 300

300 x 400

Ø 350

350 x 350

Ø 400

400 x 400
Custom sizes available upon request

EXCLUSIVE SUNSHADES
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GIRASOLE
EVOLUTION
EXCLUSIVE SUNSHADES

GIRASOLE
EVOLUTION

EXCLUSIVE SUNSHADES
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GardenArt Evolution

GIGLIO EVOLUTION
With its smart design and sharp finishing touches, Giglio Evolution is a sunshade that is particularly
suitable for exclusive pools and outdoor areas. The two large Multivalvola® System canopies
can be connected to each other at the edges. The mirror-polished stainless-steel structure can
support the canopies either centrally or laterally, making this sunshade incredibly compact.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
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GARDENART

SIZES (cm)

Canopy

Multivalvola® System or Classic with optional
valance (25 cm)

250x500

Fabric

100% waterproof acrylic or Soltis®
microventilated precontraint fabric

350x700

Colors

Wide range of colors available

Support

Stainless steel AISI 316L mirror-polished
sidepole (Ø 88,9 mm)

Frame

Anodized aluminium light grey ribs

Opening

Two stainless steel AISI 316L mirror-polished
manual winches

Base

Single or double segmental concrete base
260 Kg (100x100x12 cm), mounting plate
ground anchor (46x46 cm) for concrete or
wall mounting bracket

Cover

Acrylic or Unimarine® protective cover bag
with zipper

300x600

Custom sizes available upon request

EXCLUSIVE SUNSHADES
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GIGLIO
EVOLUTION

GIGLIO
EVOLUTION

GIGLIO
EVOLUTION

model
Girasole Iroko

CLASSIC
SMALL AND
MEDIUM-SIZED
MODELS
The eternal elegance of simplicity

Classic small and medium-sized models

POKER
The beauty of simplicity is Poker’s winning hand. Our most classical
model with a central pole, this sunshade will enhance the livability
of any garden. Poker is embellished with refined finishes such as
protective fabric covering the wooden joints and a solid wood crown.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
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GARDENART

Canopy

Multivalvola® System or Single Valve with
optional valance (25 cm)

Fabric

100% waterproof acrylic or Soltis®
microventilated precontraint fabric

Colors

Wide range of colors available

Support

Central wood pole Ø 56 mm or anodized
aluminium Ø 50 mm

Frame

Brown or anodized aluminium light grey ribs

Opening

Manual winch

Base

Concrete base 60 Kg. (Ø 62x10 mm) with
tubular base or segmental concrete base
160 Kg. (80x80x10 cm)

Cover

Acrylic or Unimarine® protective cover bag
with zipper

SIZES (cm)

300 x 300

250 x 350

Ø 300

350 x 350

300 x 400

Ø 350

400 x 400

Ø 400

Custom sizes available upon request

EXCLUSIVE SUNSHADES
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POKER

Classic small and medium-sized models

ARCOBALENO
The Arcobaleno will seduce anyone who loves curves and original forms.
The lateral support made of lamellar wood forms an elegant arch, like a
brushstroke connecting the earth and the sky. This sunshade will make any
large outdoor space remarkably unique.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
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GARDENART

Canopy

Multivalvola® System or Single Valve with
optional valance (25 cm)

Fabric

100% waterproof acrylic or Soltis®
microventilated precontraint fabric

Colors

Wide range of colors available

Support

Arch-shaped sidepost in layered wood
90x90 mm

Frame

Brown or anodized aluminium light grey ribs

Opening

Manual winch

Base

Segmental concrete base 260 Kg
(100x100x12 cm) or mounting plate ground
anchor

Cover

Acrylic or Unimarine® protective cover bag
with zipper

SIZES (cm)

300 x 300

200 x 300

Ø 300

250 x 350

Ø 350

300 x 400

Custom sizes available upon request

EXCLUSIVE SUNSHADES
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ARCOBALENO

Classic small and medium-sized models

GIRASOLE IROKO
The hot sun circles the sky from morning to evening, but the Girasole rotates its upper arm
to provide shade at any hour of the day. This classical sunshade with a solid wood structure
made of fine iroko wood will fit perfectly into any garden or outdoor space.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
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GARDENART

Canopy

Multivalvola® System or Single Valve with
optional valance (25 cm)

Fabric

100% waterproof acrylic or Soltis®
microventilated precontraint fabric

Colors

Wide range of colors available

Support

Layered Iroko wood sidepost 90x90 mm

Frame

Brown or anodized aluminium light grey ribs

Opening

Manual winch

Base

Segmental concrete base 160 Kg. (80x80x10
cm), segmental concrete base 260 Kg
(100x100x12 cm) or mounting plate ground
anchor

Cover

Acrylic or Unimarine® protective cover bag
with zipper

SIZES (cm)

300 x 300

200 x 300

Ø 300

350 x 350

250 x 350

Ø 350

400 x 400

300 x 400

Ø 400

Custom sizes available upon request

EXCLUSIVE SUNSHADES
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GIRASOLE IROKO

Classic small and medium-sized models

GIRASOLE LUSSO
Those who love metal will choose the Girasole Lusso. While easy to use, it offers an
essential design. Mounted on a platform or to the wall, thanks to it rotating upper
arm this sunshade adapts to any kind of space or situation.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
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GARDENART

Canopy

Multivalvola® System or Single Valve with optional
valance (25 cm)

Fabric

100% waterproof acrylic or Soltis® microventilated
precontraint fabric

Colors

Wide range of colors available

Support

Brown or dark grey polyester coated Ø 60 mm (or
Ø 76) steel sidepole (custom colours available).
Rotating upper arm

Frame

Brown or anodized aluminium light grey ribs

Opening

Manual winch

Base

Segmental concrete base 160 Kg. (80x80x10 cm),
segmental concrete base 260 Kg
(100x100x12 cm) or mounting plate ground
anchor.
Optional wall mounting with customized brackets

Cover

Acrylic or Unimarine® protective cover bag with
zipper

SIZES (cm)

300 x 300

200 x 300

Ø 300

350 x 350

250 x 350

Ø 350

300 x 400

Custom sizes available upon request

EXCLUSIVE SUNSHADES
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GIRASOLE LUSSO

modello
Girasole Iroko

model
Quadrifoglio

FOR LARGER
AREAS

Shared pleasure is more intense

For larger areas

SIRIO
Named after the brightest start in the sky, this sunshade is a true giant. Its large canopy,
which rests on a strong lateral support made of solid iroko wood, is like a corner of the sky
where you can cool off and relax. Sirio can be combined with other models for larger areas,
making your peaceful oasis even cooler.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
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Canopy

Multivalvola® System or Single Valve with
optional valance (25 cm)

Fabric

100% waterproof acrylic or Soltis®
microventilated precontraint fabric

Colors

Wide range of colors available

Support

Layered Iroko wood sidepost 142x142 mm

Frame

Brown or anodized aluminium light grey ribs

Opening

Manual winch

Base

Single or double segmental concrete base
260 Kg (100x100x12 cm) or mounting plate
ground anchor

Cover

Acrylic or Unimarine® protective cover bag
with zipper

SIZES (cm)

400 x 400

400 x 500

500 x 500

Ø 500
Ø 600

Custom sizes available upon request

EXCLUSIVE SUNSHADES
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SIRIO

For larger areas

GIGLIO
The tubular metal version of our large double sunshade with lateral or central support is
designed to enhance the unmistakable craftsmanship of the two Multivalvola® System
canopies. The two rotating arms allows you to free up the space in front of the sunshade.
The color of the support and the frame can be chosen to fit in with any prestigious space.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
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SIZES (cm)

Canopy

Multivalvola® System or Single Valve with
optional valance (25 cm)

250x500

Fabric

100% waterproof acrylic or Soltis®
microventilated precontraint fabric

350x700

Colors

Wide range of colors available

450x900

Support

Layered Iroko wood side or central pole
142x142 mm

Frame

Brown or anodized aluminium light grey ribs

Opening

Two manual winches

Base

Single, double or triple segmental concrete base
260 Kg (100x100x12 cm) or mounting plate
ground anchor

Cover

Acrylic or Unimarine® protective cover bag with
zipper

300x600
400x800
500x1000
Custom sizes available upon request

EXCLUSIVE SUNSHADES
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GIGLIO

For larger areas

GIGLIO LUSSO
The tubular metal version of our large double sunshade with lateral or central support is designed to
enhance the unmistakable craftsmanship of the two Multivalvola® System canopies. The two rotating
arms allows you to free up the space in front of the sunshade. The color of the support and the frame
can be chosen to fit in with any prestigious space.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
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SIZES (cm)

Canopy

Multivalvola® System or Single Valve with
optional valance (25 cm)

250x500

Fabric

100% waterproof acrylic or Soltis®
microventilated precontraint fabric

350x700

Colors

Wide range of colors available

Support

Brown or dark grey polyester coated Ø
88,9 mm steel sidepole (custom colours
available). Rotating upper arm.

Frame

Brown or anodized aluminium light grey ribs

Opening

Two manual winches

Base

Single or double segmental concrete base
260 Kg. (100x100x12 cm) or mounting plate
ground anchor. Optional wall mounting with
customized brackets.

Cover

Acrylic or Unimarine® protective cover bag
with zipper

300x600

Custom sizes available upon request

EXCLUSIVE SUNSHADES
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GIGLIO LUSSO

For larger areas

QUADRIFOGLIO
Anyone seeking elegant shade for larger areas will find their fortune in the Quadrifoglio.
Shaped like a four-leaf clover with a single, central beam made of iroko wood, its four
large canopies guarantee more shade in less space. This model can be combined with
the Sirio and the Giglio.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
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SIZES (cm)

Canopy

Multivalvola® System or Single Valve with
optional valance (25 cm)

500x500

Fabric

100% waterproof acrylic or Soltis®
microventilated precontraint fabric

700x700

Colors

Wide range of colors available

900x900

Support

Layered Iroko wood central pole
142x142 mm

Frame

Brown or anodized aluminium light grey ribs

Opening

Four manual winches

Base

Single, double or triple segmental concrete
base 260 Kg (100x100x12 cm) or mounting
plate ground anchor

Cover

Acrylic or Unimarine® protective cover bag
with zipper

600x600
800x800
1000x1000
Custom sizes available upon request

EXCLUSIVE SUNSHADES
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QUADRIFOGLIO

QUADRIFOGLIO

www.gardenart.it

Gardenart s.r.l.
Via Torcicoda, 111/1 - 50142 Firenze (ITALY)
Tel. +39 055 7330420 - Fax +39 055 7330985
www.gardenart.it - info@gardenart.it

